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Semillitas de Aprendizaje™ Preschool Math Set
This set of 15 small books is designed for classroom and home use. The books 
feature photos of farm animals and focus on numeracy and social-emotional 
development. Each book includes basic concepts, questions and vocabulary 
(Spanish, English). 

Available from IDRA and Amazon for $100 per set of 15 Preschool Math Set. 
One set of the Preschool Math Set is included in the Semillitas de Aprendizaje™ 
Classroom Master Set. See the Preschool Math Set Scope & Sequence with list 
of vocabulary words online at www.semillitasdeaprendizaje.com.

The Semillitas de Aprendizaje™ Preschool Math Set
1 - El Libro del Uno ~ The Book of One

El Libro del Uno ~ The Book of One presents 
photos of different farm animals on each page 
with the numeral one and corresponding text 
in English and Spanish. This book is designed 
to help children build basic math concepts of 
understanding the concept of number and seeing 
one-to-one correspondence.

[ISBN: 978-1-935737-20-9; 16 Pages]

2 - El Libro del Dos ~ The Book of Two
El Libro del Dos ~ The Book of Two shows photos 
of different farm animal pairs on each page 
with the numeral two and corresponding text 
in English and Spanish. This book is designed 
to help children build basic math concepts 
of understanding the concept of number, 
developing basic counting techniques and 
identifying one-to-one correspondence.

[ISBN: 978-1-935737-21-6; 16 Pages]

3 - El Libro del Tres ~ The Book of Three
With photos of farm animals in sets of one, 
two and three, El Libro del Tres ~ The Book of 
Three introduces basic addition and subtraction 
equations (1 + 2 = 3) with descriptive text in 
English and Spanish. This book is designed 
to help children build basic math concepts 
of understanding the concept of number, 
developing basic counting techniques and 
identifying one-to-one correspondence.

[ISBN: 978-1-935737-22-3; 16 Pages]

4 - El Libro del Cuatro ~ The Book of Four
El Libro del Cuatro ~ The Book of Four 
introduces basic addition and subtraction 
equations (1 + 1 + 1 + 1 = 4) while children 
count the animals in the photographs. Narrative 
in English and Spanish describes what’s 
happing in the photos. This book is designed 
to help children build basic math concepts 
of understanding the concept of number, 
developing basic

[ISBN: 978-1-935737-23-0; 16 Pages]

5 - El Libro del Cinco ~ The Book of Five
El Libro del Cinco ~ The Book of Five introduces 
addition and subtraction while children count 
the animals in the photographs. Narrative in 
English and Spanish describes what’s happening 
in the photos. This book is designed to help 
children build basic math concepts of counting 
concrete objects to five, identifying one-to-one 
correspondence, and recognizing the concepts 
greater than and less than.

[ISBN: 978-1-935737-24-7; 16 Pages]

6 - Vamos a Contar Hasta el Cinco ~ Let’s Count to Five
Vamos a Contar Hasta el Cinco ~ Let’s Count to 
Five presents photos of different farm animals 
on each page with the numerals one through five 
and corresponding text in English and Spanish. 
This book is designed to help children build 
basic math concepts of counting concrete objects 
to five and comparing the numbers of concrete 
objects.

[ISBN: 978-1-935737-25-4; 16 Pages]
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Each One of Us Has a Gift to Give
In rhythmic patterns, Todos Tenemos Algo que 
Aportar ~ Each One of Us Has a Gift to Give 
describes in English and Spanish the gifts the 
animals in the photographs give and then invites 
the reader to think of his or her own gifts. This 
book is designed to help children build social 
development concepts of recognizing the gifts of 
others and one’s own gifts, and recognizing that 
we all have gifts to give.

[ISBN: 978-1-935737-32-2; 16 Pages]

14 - Conociendo el Cuerpo ~ Learning About My Body
Conociendo el Cuerpo ~ Learning About My Body 
describes in English and Spanish the animals’ 
body parts and asks the reader to find those same 
parts on themselves (eyes, ears, etc.). This book 
is designed to help children build personal and 
social development concepts of recognizing body 
parts and their functions.

[ISBN: 978-1-935737-33-9; 16 Pages]

15 - El Libro de la Alegría ~ The Book of Joy
The photographs in El Libro de la Alegría ~ The 
Book of Joy cleverly show farm animals in joyous 
relationship with each other (playing, taking 
a nap with mom, etc.) with descriptive text in 
English and Spanish. This book is designed 
to help children build science concepts of 
recognizing that living beings have similar needs.

[ISBN: 978-1-935737-34-6; 16 Pages]

7 - El Libro de las Formas ~ The Book of Shapes
With photos of farm scenes, El Libro de las 
Formas ~ The Book of Shapes highlights shapes in 
the natural world, with descriptive text in English 
and Spanish. This book is designed to help 
children develop concepts of shape.

[ISBN: 978-1-935737-26-1; 16 Pages]

8 - El Libro de las Ubicaciones ~ The Book of Positions
The photographs in El Libro de las Ubicaciones 
~ The Book of Positions show farm animals in 
different positions (under, next to, above, etc.) 
in relation to each other with descriptive text 
in English and Spanish. This book is designed 
to help children build math and spatial sense 
concepts of using words to indicate location.

[ISBN: 978-1-935737-27-8; 16 Pages]

9 - El Libro de los Opuestos ~ The Book of Opposites
The photographs in El Libro de los Opuestos ~ 
The Book of Opposites compare farm animals and 
scenes with each other (small-large, more-less, 
etc.) in relation to each other with descriptive 
text in English and Spanish. This book is 
designed to help children build math concepts 
of making comparisons between objects, and 
describing similarities and differences between 
objects.

[ISBN: 978-1-935737-28-5; 16 Pages]

10 - Una Semana de Opuestos ~ A Week of Opposites
Una Semana de Opuestos ~ A Week of Opposites 
presents photos of farm animals in different 
positions, relationships and settings (asleep-
awake, big-little, etc.) with descriptive text in 
English and Spanish, including days of the week. 
This book is designed to help children build 
basic concepts of describing similarities and 
differences between objects.

[ISBN: 978-1-935737-29-2; 16 Pages]

11 - El Libro de Acciones ~ The Book of Actions
El Libro de Acciones ~ The Book of Actions shows 
photos of farm animals performing different 
actions (drinking, sleeping, smiling, etc.) with 
corresponding text in English and Spanish. This 
book is designed to help children build basic 
physical development concepts of exploring 
moving in space and moving the body in 
different ways (e.g., running, jumping, hopping).

[ISBN: 978-1-935737-30-8; 16 Pages]

12 - Todos Tenemos una Voz ~ We All Have a Voice
With close-up photos of farm animals, Todos 
Tenemos una Voz ~ We All Have a Voice 
describes in English and Spanish the sound 
each animal is making and invites the reader to 
make each sound. This book is designed to help 
children build concepts of verbal expression 
in making comparisons among various verbal 
expressions and concepts of social development 
in recognizing verbal expression among living 
things.

[ISBN: 978-1-935737-31-5; 16 Pages]

13 - Todos Tenemos Algo que Aportar ~ 
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How to Place an Order
These publications are available from IDRA at the listed price. Shipping and 
handling is 10 percent of the total price of the order. Orders must be prepaid. 
Purchase orders for orders totaling more than $30 are accepted. Overstock 
returns are not accepted unless by prior written agreement. Publication 
orders should be directed to: Intercultural Development Research Association, 
5815 Callaghan Road, Suite 101; San Antonio, Texas 78228; phone 210.444.1710; 
fax 210.444.1714; E-mail: contact@idra.org. Semillitas de Aprendizaje™ 
materials are also available through Amazon.


